
“When we considered the cost of replacing a driver that we might 
have been able to keep, along with the advantage to our CSA 
SMS of having their attorneys file automatic and free DataQ 
challenges, we concluded that offering Drivers Legal Plan was a 
no-brainer for us.”

Chad England
CEO
C.R. England, Inc.
“We have had numerous incidents over the years where the 
timely, effective work of the Drivers Legal Plan attorneys has 
greatly reduced the liability exposure of our company. I could not 
begin to calculate how much they have saved us.”

Dean Newell
Vice President of Safety and Training
Maverick Transportation, LLC
“Our association officially endorsed Drivers Legal Plan two 
decades ago, and our members’ participation has been 
substantial.  The feedback from our Board and members has 
been 100% positive, and this law firm’s commitment to our 
industry is unrivaled”

Lane Kidd
President
Arkansas Trucking Association

“Free legal defense by Drivers Legal Plan for tickets written to our 
company has literally saved us hundreds of thousands of dollars 
in unwarranted overweight and out-of-route fines.  The bottom 
line monetary benefit to our company is substantial, even before 
we consider how they support our drivers and safety initiatives.”

Greer Woodruff
Vice President – Corporate Safety
J.B. Hunt Transport
“We had prior experience with legal insurance/referral plans that, 
frankly, was not that good. Because of the all-around service – 
and savings – we’ve experienced with Drivers Legal plan, we now 
consider this law firm an invaluable part of our company, and 
wholeheartedly encourage our drivers to enroll.”

John Christner
Owner, President
John Christner Trucking, Inc.
“In today’s CSA era for trucking, a driver must defend his MVR 
and SMS rating against any unwarranted points.  Drivers Legal 
Plan law firm is simply the best and most affordable way for 
them to get that done.”

Wilson Risinger
Vice President of Safety & Risk Management
KLLM Transport

By making Drivers Legal Plan available to your 
drivers, you have an important tool for:

•	 Protecting the interests of your drivers  
and your company.

•	 Recruiting qualified drivers who want to drive 
for a company that cares about their CDL.

•	 Retaining deserving drivers who may have 
been lost to unnecessary tickets/violations.

Here’s what your drivers can expect from  
Drivers Legal Plan membership:

•	 Low weekly retainer $2.98. 

•	 For any moving, non-moving, or DOT violation, 
a flat fee of $100 covers our work from start 
to finish. No exclusions, no limit on hours, 
no additional fees. This saves your drivers 
hundreds of dollars over referral companies!

•	 $250 total fee for any simple accident. 
•	 Drivers Legal Plan explains to the member 

driver any impact to his CSA SMS,  or CDL. 
We advise actions for minimizing any issues or 
consequences and we never ask for additional 
fees. Plus, we automatically file the DataQ 
challenge for FREE.

 In the words of our clients: Affordable for drivers, no cost to you

Contact information:
1101 Sovereign Row

Oklahoma City, OK 73108
(800) 417-3552

driverslegalplan.com

Put the experience of our 
 » NATIONAL LAW FIRM « 

DEDICATED TO CDL DEFENSE 
to work for your fleet!

No referrals, no middlemen, no conflict of interest, no cost to you



Read on to learn the many ways Drivers Legal plan sets itself apart, 
and above, legal referral services that don’t protect your drivers or your 
company – then contact Drivers Legal Plan to get the protection and true 
legal expertise you need.

 A difference you can count on...

Your CSA rating and your drivers’ 
CDL protection are too important to 
trust to anyone but an ACTUAL LAW 
FIRM dedicated to trucking defense. 

Drivers Legal Plan is a national trucking law firm that provides critical, but affordable, protection to your driving force, and substantially benefits your company at no cost.

Our attorneys have specific 
experience in CDL defense and 
CSA protection. Your drivers will 
work directly with our attorneys 
as opposed to referral plans that 
might utilize attorneys with no 
transportation experience.

FREE DataQ  
Challenges

A law firm 
that is 
dedicated to 
trucking– not 
a referral 
service

No conflict 
of interest

Free defense 
of tickets 
for member 
companies

Reduce Civil 
Litigation 
Exposure

Drivers 
Legal Plan 
keeps you 
informed 

Enjoy 
substantial 
company 
savings

Send the 
right 
message 
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Drivers Legal Plan Attorneys 
file automatic and free DataQ 
Challenges for every defended 
citation, protecting both the driver 
and your company from crippling 
CSA SMS points.

The attorneys of the Drivers 
Legal Plan Law Firm  have a direct 
relationship with your drivers and 
you, therefore, we can never advise 
a driver to action that would be 
detrimental to your company.  In 
contrast, referral services can put 
you at risk of being involved in  
legal action contrary to your 
company’s interests. 

Drivers Legal Plan defends client 
companies on any tickets written 
directly to the company at no 
charge. A referral company cannot 
offer this benefit because they’re 
not attorneys -- they’re middlemen 
who could send you to an attorney 
that may not have trucking law 
experience, but would charge you 
an additional fee.

You’ll be notified whenever a 
driver contacts us regarding an 
issue so you’re never blindsided by 
a potential problem. We also stay 
in regular contact with your safety 
department, providing notification 
of all member safety events to 
enable proactive safety measures.

Drivers Legal Plan can reduce 
your administrative burden, 
allowing you to effectively  
repurpose personnel previously 
committed to citations/fines/ 
CSA compliance. Our services 
are FREE, which results in great 
savings for you!

Our plan rewards good drivers 
with minimal cost while 
discouraging violations. Your 
company safety policy is never 
compromised.

If an undisputed accident or 
incident results in a civil case, 
Plaintiff’s attorneys can argue a 
predisposition of guilt. Drivers 
Legal Plan can help mitigate that 
risk and limit your liability by 
offering successful defense of the 
underlying citation.
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